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Auditing – a piece of cake!

by Malcolm Howard
We now live in a world dominated by algorithms. In her book ‘Hello World’ (Penguin Random House
2018), Dr Hannah Fry, Associate Professor of Mathematics at University College London, defined an
algorithm as follows: A step-by-step procedure for solving a problem or accomplishing some end
especially by a computer.

Dr Fry specifies that there are two paradigms, rule-based algorithms and machine-learning algorithms.
She states that rule-based algorithms are instructions constructed by a human and are direct and
unambiguous. That’s not to imply that these algorithms are simple – there’s plenty of room to build
powerful programs within this paradigm. However, Dr Fry provides a warning (page 16): "All around
us, algorithms provide a kind of convenient source of authority. An easy way to delegate responsibility;
a short cut that we take without thinking. But there’s a distinction that needs making here. Because
trusting a usually reliable algorithm is one thing. Trusting one without any firm understanding of its
quality is quite another."

The accounts for Patisserie Holdings plc for the year ended 30 September 2017 were signed off on 24 November 2017.

At first glance, the Income Statement does not seem that remarkable. But hang on – Patisserie Valerie, the main subsidiary of the holding
company, is a high street retailer, many of which have been struggling. According to the Centre for Retail Research, in Norwich, many
retailers have gone bust in 2018. With all this pain in retailing, is it feasible that Patisserie Holdings was going so well?

The company’s balance sheet (below) looks even better:
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So here is a retailer with £99 million of assets and only £7 million of liabilities. Wow!

There appeared to be nothing to worry about. The auditor (Grant Thornton UK LLP, Cambridge) stated that they had performed
full-scope audit procedures for Patisserie Holdings plc, Stonebeach Limited, Philpotts Limited, Flour Power City Limited,
Patisserie Acquisition Limited, Patisserie Valerie Holdings Limited and Spice Bakery Limited. Analytical procedures were
carried out for Patisserie Ireland Limited and for dormant entities within the Group. They declared that overall Group materiality
was set at £981,000. They wrote: “In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the state of the Group’s
and of the parent company’s affairs as at 30 September and of the Group’s profit for the year then ended.”

In the notes to the accounts (note 18) rent charged for operating leases in 2017 was £374,000 and outstanding lease commitments
on non-cancellable leases at that date amounted to £67.451 million.

Under note 6 (Key Management Personnel) it was stated that share options had been granted to the executive directors as follows:

P. May (CEO): 1 million shares at an exercise price of £1.70 exercisable between 27 June 2017 and 27 June 2019;

C. Marsh (Finance Director): 666,666 shares with conditions identical to those of P May.

The London Stock Exchange records directors’ share dealings. On 2 February 2018 Chris Marsh exercised his option to buy
666,666 shares at 170p and sold them for 360p. Five days later Paul May exercised his option to buy 1 million shares at 170p
and sold them for 330p. However, there were more blocks of options. We don’t know when they were granted, because they did
not show in the audited accounts. However, a note in the published accounts might explain why:

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE – As an AIM listed entity, the Group is not subject to and does not comply with the
requirements of the UK Corporate Governance Code.

On 18 July 2018, Paul May exercised an option to buy 1 million shares at 316p and sold them for 418p. Two days later, Chris
Marsh exercised an option to buy 666,666 shares at 316p and he also sold them for 418p. This left one block of options for a total
of 1,666,666 shares still to be taken up.

On 2 February 2018, James Horler, a non-executive director of the company, sold 47,116 shares for 367.575p each.

In total, Paul May’s sale of his share options gave him a profit of £2.62 million, while Chris Marsh made a profit of £1.95 million.

But thenumbers seemtoogood tobe true. Is there anyotherbusinessGrantThorntonhaveaudited that is evennearly asprofitable,
also with a perfect balance sheet? Then we have inventory days ranging from 78 days to 88 days at each year-end. Why would
a baker have so much stock? In addition, there are management accounting techniques to assess when the financial figures are
viable or not. What you do is take the sales volumes and deduct the variable costs to arrive at contribution. From ‘contribution’
take off fixed costs and you get to net profit before interest and tax.

In Surrey, there are two high street businesses that are similar to Patisserie Holdings. One is Cook Trading Ltd, the other is
Coughlan Bakeries Ltd. Cook Trading sells frozen ready meals, while Coughlan Bakeries sells bread and cakes. Their branches
also serve as cafes where they sell sandwiches, cakes, coffee and tea etc. So, in profile, this company is closely aligned with
Patisserie Holdings. Obviously you would not expect them to have an identical gross margin percentage, but you would expect
them to be within a few percentage points of each other. By the same reasoning, you would expect them to have a similar balance
sheet, in ratio terms, even if not in size. The accounts below compare these companies. All the accounts relate to their year end
in 2017.
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It must be patently obvious by now that the accounts of Patisserie Holdings are not only inaccurate, but also complete fiction.

So why did the directors, or senior management, or indeed the auditors, not ask the basic question: how are we achieving such
amazing figures? Before algorithms took over auditing, it was standard practice to reconcile the cash books with the bank
statements. Such a simple thing would have prevented what seems to be a significant fraud.

But inevitably, when accounts are false, it all goes pear-shaped in the end. In this case HMRC had issued a winding up order
against a subsidiary for unpaid tax. The House of Cards promptly fell down. Instead of having £28.9 million in the bank at
31 March 2018, as shown in the interim accounts, the company actually had an overdraft of approximately £10 million, we
were told. The ‘black hole’ therefore amounted to around £40 million. The irony is that if profits had not been significantly
overstated, then the company would have paid less corporation tax. Indeed, it is possible that the overpayment is more than
the amount HMRC were chasing from the subsidiary.

Now, the most ironic thing about this whole sad affair is that Luke Johnson, holding 38.62% of the company at 30 September
2017, is an expert when it comes to detecting fraud:

- Mr Johnson is the co-founder of Risk Capital Partners. His profile reads: Luke Johnson has been Chairman or NED of
all of RCP’s exited investments, and is Chairman of most of the current portfolio, which is shown as 23 companies including
Patisserie Holdings.

- On 9 September 2018 Mr Johnson wrote in the Sunday Times: Luke Johnson: A business beginner’s guide to tried and
tested swindles (also found on the Risk Capital Partners website). His article included the following:

• Cash business is much easier to disguise.
• Fill all senior roles with family members.
• Keep the plates spinning. Threaten litigation and sue people – intimidate those who would expose you.
• Run several sets of books. Make it complicated – most people don’t understand the technicalities of investing

and accounting.
• Hire dodgy advisers.
• Think big – even clever investors sometimes fall to the most ambitious fraudsters.

So how did what was happening at Patisserie Holdings go unnoticed by him until HMRC petitioned to wind up a subsidiary?

If you are an Executive Chairman of several companies, as Luke Johnson was, it must be obvious that you cannot spend much
timeat anyof them.Merely turningup toboardmeetingswithout examiningmuchwill notdetect fraud. In fairness,MrJohnson
recognises this; he has said he will give up a number of chairmanships and he will not take any salary from Patisserie Holdings
until the mess has been sorted out.

There is little doubt that today’s auditors have been turned into robots fastidiously following procedures. Whatever the
algorithms say must be right. It seems that basic common sense has been obliterated; nobody asks: ‘does it make sense?’

The lessons that investors can learn from this fiasco are:
• Understand that companies listed on AIM are lightly regulated, so be careful.
• Auditors using algorithms do not carry out even basic checks. Doing simple calculations like debtor days and

inventory days (comparing over time and with other companies in the same sector) will catch false accounting.
• If something looks too good to be true, it’s not!

Finally, when the shares are listed again, albeit at a much lower price, I would recommend that the company sacks all directors
(except Mr Johnson himself, who has a significant shareholding in the company), both executive and non-executive, because
at best they have been grossly negligent. If Mr Johnson will not agree to this, then the safest option is to sell up.

The Financial Reporting Council (FRC) has recently announced that it is to launch a major project on corporate reporting. The
new research will apparently engage with stakeholders in how reporting in the future might develop. The FRC spends its life
making reporting more and more complex, when all investors want is accurate accounts.

Investors are concerned that in many cases where there has been a material misstatement in the accounts, while the Finance
Director is rightly sacked, there is no sanction against the auditor. Tesco and Luceco are examples.

The IFRS accounting system is currently imprudent and not fit for purpose. However, I have been advised by the Rt Hon Greg
Clark,MP,SecretaryofState forBusiness,Energy&Industrial Strategy, inwriting, as follows: "The InternationalAccounting
Board updated its conceptual framework earlier this year, which defines the parameters for the Board's standard setting. This
update has reintroduced the concept of prudence, mainly as a result of feedback from shareholders in the UK." The FRC must
ensure that accounts published in2019andbeyond reflect this change.Current auditingprocedures cannot even recognise fake
accounts and are not fit for purpose.

These are issues that I shall be raising with the FRC when we meet to discuss the future of audit on 24th January.


